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==================================
==================================
====== LogbookOCPN Product Key is a small,

fast and efficient plugin for OpenCPN that
allows you to keep a detailed logbook. This is a

useful plugin, because you can save various
information from your charts (screen image,
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ocean depth,...) into text files, but you can do
that with the ChartPlotter/Navigator ========
==================================

================================
Detailed Description: ==================
==================================
====================== Overview ====
==================================
==================================

== Charts in OpenCPN are much more than
simple drawings to show your positions or your

boat's speed. On the contrary, they are much
more powerful tools, and have advanced

functions that allow you to modify them for a
realistic experience of the ocean. Among these
functions, you will find the ability to save the

image of your charts into a text file, or a
CEL/EXE file that you can later read and
process. One of the best way to do this is

through an utility that is called LogbookOCPN
Crack. LogbookOCPN Crack Free Download's
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functions and characteristics =============
==================================

===========================
LogbookOCPN Crack Keygen is a small utility

that has the following characteristics and
functions: * Save the image of your charts into a
text file, or into a CEL/EXE file. * Load images

from any CEL/EXE file that was saved in the
past. * Change the resolution of the image of
your charts. * Create a CEL/EXE file with
information from your charts. * Save the

coordinates of your chart into a CEL/EXE file.
* Disable/enable the screen. * Read and write
data in CSV or XML format. * Record stop

watches. * Can save and load any type of data. *
Can be used with any chart type (ITA,

Waypoints,...). Installation ===============
==================================

========================= To install
LogbookOCPN, first you must install OpenCPN
by running the OpenCPN-3.7.0.0-setup.exe file
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that you downloaded. Then, go to the folder
where you placed the LogbookOCPN installer,
and run the LogbookOCPN-3.7.0.0-setup.exe
file. OpenCPN will show the LogbookOCPN's

installation options. Choose the installation
option of your choice, and follow the
instructions of the installer. When the

installation process is finished, press the

LogbookOCPN Crack+ X64

keymacro.cpn_ospeed is the OpenCPN speed
variable. keymacro.cpn_imin is the OpenCPN
azimuth minimum. keymacro.cpn_imax is the

OpenCPN azimuth maximum.
keymacro.cpn_prop is the OpenCPN property
that you have selected. keymacro.cpn_malt is

the OpenCPN voyage mileage.
keymacro.cpn_maxt is the OpenCPN voyage

mileage maximum. keymacro.cpn_dtime is the
OpenCPN time variable. keymacro.cpn_dtime2
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is the OpenCPN time (fraction of a day).
keymacro.cpn_decimal is the logbook decimal

point character. keymacro.cpn_dchar is the
logbook character for a date entry.

keymacro.cpn_point is the decimal point
character. keymacro.cpn_cpoint is the logbook

character for the crossing point.
keymacro.cpn_hour is the logbook character for

the current time. keymacro.cpn_hour2 is the
logbook character for the current time (fraction

of a day). keymacro.cpn_min is the logbook
character for the current time (decimal

minutes). keymacro.cpn_max is the logbook
character for the current time (decimal

minutes). keymacro.cpn_stime is the logbook
character for the next one day time.

keymacro.cpn_time is the logbook character for
the next one day time (decimal minutes).

keymacro.cpn_txt is the logbook text.
keymacro.cpn_zoom is the logbook zoom.
keymacro.cpn_xaxis is the logbook x axis.
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keymacro.cpn_yaxis is the logbook y axis.
keymacro.cpn_datetime is the logbook date and

time entry. keymacro.cpn_datetime2 is the
logbook date and time entry (fraction of a day).

keymacro.cpn_datetime3 is the logbook date
and time entry (day of month).

keymacro.cpn_datetime4 77a5ca646e
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LogbookOCPN Serial Key

opencpn is a flexible and useful GIS navigation
application for various GPS devices. It can be
used to plot routes, select places, change charts
and view detailed maps (GMap Viewer). The
user interface provides clear and intuitive
workflows. The application can be used as a
frontend for GPS devices. OpenCPN can be
used as a MapViewer, a Navigator or as a
ChartPlotter. It is easy to use and user-friendly.
OpenCPN gives you the possibility to plot
routes, select places, change charts, read and
save maps, change charts settings, plot charts or
export as pdf files. Installation: To install or
uninstall opencpn, run the OpenCPN.exe
installer and follow the on-screen prompts. 1)
Supported GPS receivers: - Garmin GPSMap
60csx - Garmin GPSMap 60csx w/ Garmin
GPX files - Garmin StreetPilot G2 - Garmin
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Navigator 2 - Garmin USB-Serial dongle -
Magellan (Copenhagen) 650 or 590 - Magellan
(Moscow) VL 60/125 - Magellan (Copenhagen)
650 or 590 - Magellan (Moscow) VL 60/125 -
Magellan (Copenhagen) 650 or 590 - Magellan
(Moscow) VL 60/125 - Magellan (Copenhagen)
650 or 590 - Magellan (Moscow) VL 60/125 -
Magellan (Copenhagen) 650 or 590 - Magellan
(Moscow) VL 60/125 - Magellan (Copenhagen)
650 or 590 - Magellan (Moscow) VL 60/125 -
Magellan (Copenhagen) 650 or 590 - Magellan
(Moscow) VL 60/125 - Magellan (Copenhagen)
650 or 590 - Magellan (Moscow) VL 60/125 -
Magellan (Copenhagen) 650 or 590 - Magellan
(Moscow) VL 60/125 - Magellan (Copenhagen)
650 or 590 - Magellan (Moscow) VL 60/125 -
Magellan (Copenhagen) 650 or 590 - Magellan
(Moscow) VL 60/125 - Magellan (Copenhagen)

What's New in the?
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**************************************
****** LogbookOCPN creates logbooks for
any plane/ship that can be used in OpenCPN.
OpenCPN is a free and open source multi-
platform program for building and editing
charts. It can connect to OSC devices, plot
points, etc. and supports C++, Java, Python,
Processing, Max/MSP, Javascript, and many
more scripting languages. It also contains a built-
in flight planner and a built-in map editor. For
more info see See also the ChannelLogO. *****
**************************************
* Properties: Description ******************
************************** Specify which
plane, type, and location to logbook (Optional,
default is set to Start position/divergent to
Limit, see below). Specify the maximum
distance from a set position. Minimum and
maximum number of kilometers. Custom flight
path with the start and end points, the interval
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between points, and the flight speed. The type
of flight to perform: Divergent and/or Parallel.
The starting and ending altitude. Custom max
altitude to avoid the flight path. Custom min
altitude to avoid the flight path. Custom
heading. The time interval between consecutive
logs. The key strokes to log a new position. The
frequency with which to log. Example: *******
*************************************
Start position is set to "heading=255, altitude=0,
dist=150", where "dist" is the distance from the
start position. A divergent flight is set, in which
the distances to the next and previous position
are specified. Logbooks are only created if the
time interval is not set. Limitations **********
********************************** This
is a very basic version of the plugin. There are
several limitations: - A logbook cannot be used
if the location is outside of the display window.
- The location can only be changed while the
logbook is open. - The logbook is not cleared. -
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The maximum number of logs are unknown. It
can be changed by the user. - The starting and
end position cannot be changed. - There is a
GUI timer to change the logbook position. -
Custom path types are not supported. Usage ***
**************************************
*** File Name: "logbookOCPN.cfg"
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System Requirements:

MINIMUM: - Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1,
Windows 8, Windows 10, Windows Server
2012 R2, Windows Server 2012 - Internet
Explorer 10 - Windows Media Player 10 or
higher - 10 GB free hard disk space - 10 GB of
RAM - DirectX: 11.1 RECOMMENDED: -
Internet Explorer 11 - Windows Media
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